
BookefelleettleReportlessassinations; Release 	He 6/8/75 

Today's Wxklat story (CIA Oats Jay Be Released), less than 14 inches of type, 
is entirely inadequate for a story of this nature. It includes lose than was on 
last night's CBS evening Tit news, where the medium permits considerably less space. 

(I have wane other papera, heard no other brosexasto.) 

From this story alone the resoirt to semaaties is obvious, changes have been 
made and not reported 1/4in what I've seen, same.) and there is a major flap inside 
the adminietration, bare only partly reported. 

The semantics include Rookefeller's Friday explanation that his II-euan investi-
gative staff "did not haves tiers to do a complete Sob" on assassinations, (Node Peet's.) 

First of all, RecimdWdeer was not limited to his own staff. 4e did use thorn 
at least end extensively. He also had melee to files, including the Pei's. 

Nowhere is there a distinction between the loses, the CIA's role in 	see 
asainetions, and the one major investigative cceeission effort, the totally Rue 

:necessary investigation of the utterly spurious claiseeof the assassination nuts 
and the more respected selfeeeekers as they relate to the JFIC assessination. 

None of this work needed doing. If the ocommlesion decided it had to tab* note 
of these clearly irresponsible claims, all it needed was already done and an file. 
The extreme to which it went is illustrated by the quest for Ruby strippers. They 
cannot possibly have any knowledge within this coevaission's responsibilities. 

The Report in here described es of 299 pages. harlier descriptions are of a 
mush longer report and the pictures are of a mach thicker one. The so40- pages 
here reported to have been deleted do not make for accurate arithmatio. If as I 
suspect what was printed, bound and given to Ford is page proofs (forgetting other 
accounts or a tweserolume report), unless it was on fairly heavy paper the pictures 
indicate a larger volumes or, there is a possibility of other deletions, The 
thickness of the paper and the dependability of reporters' sources qeility this. 
It may not be correct. 

One (ref refers to "en ao-tia to-90 page report written by cormaisaion Axecutive 
Director David Belie end not raw ferrestigative files as Nessen said en Friday." It 
refer* to "assassination materials," not otherwise described. 

Clearly this was net originally a separate report and if it was seearated from 
the Repbrt, certain if the figures reported. are correct only in general, the situation 
is quite different thee here reported. 

If the President and his staff are -to be adequately Wormed there is a need 
for them to have access to whatever is encompassed by "raw investigative files." 
There is every reason for them to have both the text and the basis for it. 

There is no certain basis for deciding whether these mamsasaieation materials" 
include domestic, the oommission's original mandate. But I can't imagine the 040 known 
investigation not being included; I can t imagine Bolin omitting it, given his esycho-
pathio involvement, his moods and Ford'al and I can't easily imagine its omission with 
all the petits to be scored for both and the or...scut-Tee agencies frau the openings pro-
vided by the nuts and self-seekers except that it was grossly excessive and constituted 

1:11:
ert attack on the eannedys, a dangerous political ploy everythine I know about 
tells me he would regard as necessary and proper. 

That Bolin himself you'd write this with all hoehad to do is in itself exceptional 
and a further evaanuret of his emotional inbolvenent. Be had too many other reopen-
abilities. The boss never does this kind of thine. hat is Irby he has others. That 

ft:it is not essential, I also believe that his staff rather than ford get scared 
would come up with eta could be a political liability for Ford I would expect. 

over this, probably before Ford saw anything or had it adeauately communicated to him. 
Eon:lover, 1 woulu expect hie view to be close to Bello's. e has unrecognized problems 
other than from his having been a mshim member of the Warren l';04141.16iO4. 

The amount of detail work required to draft so long a section or report ought be 



such more than -oelin Could find and still run the coemission and its staff and serves the presumed needs of the members. 
Thin entire affair makea me wonder how active the members have bean in the camdeademOs day—tie-day work and especially in the drafting of the Report. They are all iu varying degrees otherwise huge. dome, ospeeially Criewold, I'd expect to wave red flags over what 	would write on this. let it appears that ho did write it nonetheless. 
if his personal involvement was not clear to the meebers prior to the writing of the spurt they would have had to have had little to do with him or be dense and insensitive. 

' Onleea what I cant coaeoive Kobe plowable, Bolin ignored what be would regard .  as the possibilities delivered to him by the irrationalities only initiated by Meek Gregory.. 
There appears to be no reason for 141in to draft the part of the Report dea/ing with foreign assassinations. ite has no special knowledge of thee*. What °raw investigative files" could there be dealing withleggleasesassie nations? Besides testimoree and news reports, how many noneCIA sources weld there be on this? I think reference is to the nits and °omission staff work on the nutty staff. If so, than added dangers are presented. Sophisticated Rember of congress and soseof the prow would understand thin was not really part of any proper Comaisaion functions and would interpret it as a tetlin#ori misuse of the aoseission and public funds for personal and political reasons. I would also exe pect the White *Iwo staff to spot this, whether or not Hessen was cued iu. I think it probable that he'd have been excluded by a ppecial "need to &now" interpretation that would be closer to what the spooks call detachment. If he did not know he could neither respond nor voleuteer. that mistakes he'd sake could be anticipated to meals late trouble than those he did, which could also be expected. Those he did make, while embarrassing,  are lose so than disclosure of Belin's probable irrationality and its political thrust. 

There ressiate the possibility that with the Chureh comeittee to continuo for ease time there was concern about an inadequate Rockefeller Report. I donot believe this concern would predominete er that it wee the decidAng teeter in the withholding. It is easily explained as inevitable in a rush job the maia purpose of which was to give the President as fast as understanding as posaible. rt is cohered by the fact that in time he would have all that the committee and perhapi other developed. e  Moreover, there was ieeodiate political benefit from prompt release of the Report, no matter how inadequate it eight be on the CIA in general. It would have Believed pressures, given time and relief to the executive agenoies sad the White Souse and its inadequacies could be explained in terms of time pressures and the expected added roeulte to come from longer investigation. The RockefellertCommienion/Ford record indicates this would not be the decisive consideration. The political and angled leaks were extensile, dishonest and did suooeed in their ;propaganda intent. They cannot be nullified. No flaw in the Report could hhve the effect of undoing tide political, aceomplisheent. Exceet in thio one area, where the effect would be other than to dininieh that minutiae it would be to bring criticiem on ford and his honchos in their political adventures in the vise of a corenisnion inquity. 
Laat night Dan Schorr reported that there vas an impassionod fight by Alelin and that he lost. Schorr could not have made thim up. (Belin ie more dispensible than Ford, Rockefeller, etc.) One of the possible interpretations is that someone in priparinT for confrontation with the reality an I project it, the mienne of 7 power and authority with regard to the JIM assassination and the overt anti-gennndit campaign with record to foreign plots. 
Suggestions, criticism and other reporting solicited. 


